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Dear valued customer,  

 

as already reported by media, on the 12
th

 of August 2015, at around 23:20 local time an explosion 

took place at the port of Tianjin, P.R. China. 

 

Leschaco China informed us that after the whole port area was temporary closed in the first  

instance, the terminal gates, except of Gate-7, are going back to work now. Since 13
th

 of August 2015 

at 16:30 local time port operations are recovered again. Though handling of dangerous goods for 

import and export activities at Tianjin port are temporarily suspended. Also the waterways to the port 

are open again, but vessel carrying dangerous goods are restricted entering North port pool, no  

matter which dangerous goods class, until further notice. 

 

We have received first information that some carrier reject new bookings to Tianjin port for the next 

weeks.. The government already prohibited any kind of IMO shipments to this port until further notice. 

 

We will keep you informed regarding situation at Tianjin port. 

 

If you have any questions for current shipments to Tianjin please feel free to contact your local  

customer service at Leschaco. 

 

 

 

 

Dear valued customer,  

 

we have received new notification from Shanghai local authorities, that with immediate effect for all 

dangerous goods, import and export, shipper/consignee and/or her agent shall: 

 

1. Provide MSDS in Chinese 

 

2. Placard all individual dangerous package with Chinese label which includes  

- PSN,  

- commercial product name,  

- UN number,  

- composition/concentration,  

- GHS label,  

- first aid and emergency disposal methods,  

- emergency contact person/phone number. 
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IMPORTANT: All mentioned MSDS and DG label must be in Chinese language (even for the Shanghai 

Import cargo) 

 

In the meantime this notice is for Shanghai, but foreseeable may be applied to all China ports. The 

most impact will be for import dangerous cargo.  

 

Cargo may be delayed and/or detained by the Customs for any non-conformity with this regulation.  

 

For current dangerous goods held by customs, our colleagues in China are already working with local  

consignees to solve this problem. 

 

If you have any questions for current shipments to Shanghai please feel free to contact your local  

customer service at Leschaco. 

 

 

Best regards 

 

LESCHACO 

Lexzau, Scharbau GmbH & Co. KG  

Sales & Marketing | Kap-Horn-Str. 18 | 28237 Bremen | Germany 

 

 

Please note that all information reported in the newsletter is to the best of our knowledge at the time of writing, but we cannot 

guarantee its correctness or accuracy. Should you require any further information or have any questions or comments, please 

feel free to contact us at: news@leschaco.com 

We operate exclusively by the most recent edition of the German Freight Forwarding Standard Terms and Conditions (ADSp). 
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